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When the game drops on June 20th, players
will start the game with a free Porsche

Cayman. As the game continues, five new
Porsche Cayman models will come available

to buy and track. But it's not just the Cayman
that's getting a facelift. The game features
new rims for the Jaguar F-Type and the Audi
R8. As in the original, Need for Speed Carbon
features a "command center" where players
can manage their GXP systems and access

the Track Trial mode. An Operations Manager
will keep track of the rewards and costs for
the different races the players take part in,

which will be useful if players want to
complete every mission or even compete in
the Blacklist. Players will also have to take
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care of the crew members who they've
recruited. In addition to the free Cayman,

Need for Speed has done some heavy
investments in the game's ecosystem. First
up, the free-to-play title will feature a co-
operative mode called Rivals mode which
has the players role-playing as Need for

Speed Rivals characters, or Rivals characters
within the game. Dom and co. will be coming

along for the ride, both with plans for
upcoming DLC. The game is also launching

with full VR support, and it includes an
Oculus Quest rig. So there's that. Need for
Speed Carbon will feature 50 cars and 20

GXP systems, all of which contribute to the
game's shared progression system. Players

will first start as an entry level mechanic who
earns GXP when they complete or fail a

mission. As they earn GXP, the players' cars
will get increasingly more powerful, as will
their customization options. There are two

new GXP systems for the game, a
Sanctioning System which restricts the cars
of higher level GXP earners from performing
certain tasks. But for the most part, you'll be
able to customize nearly everything about

your car in the game, from the rims, to seats,
paint, rims, engine, and exhaust.
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Hopefully, Need for Speed Unbound stays
true to its core racing values even as it adds

a few new ones. If a track gives me the
chance to really throw a car around in a

visual and sound-meets-rhythm-and-blues
kind of way, I get pretty excited. Kieran

Crimmins has been the one guiding the hand
of lead designer on Need for Speed Unbound.

He and the team at Criterion have been at
the development helm of Need for Speed for
a decade, working on titles including Need

for Speed: Hot Pursuit, Need for Speed:
Carbon, Need for Speed: Undercover, Need

for Speed: ProStreet, and the upcoming Need
for Speed: Most Wanted. I did not believe it

until we were getting more and more
opportunities to meet with the press and the
developers, Miller says. We took it as a great

honour, but at the same time I was like,
'Whoa, I know these people and I work with
them every day. I don't understand.' It's just

pretty crazy how far the Need for Speed
brand has come in seven years. In the past

Need for Speed has been more story
focused, but when this opportunity came
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along I realized I'd be more interested in just
doing a game. Having that sort of freedom
was actually really exciting. If all you care

about in a Need for Speed game are nitpicks
about gameplay, the 2014 was pretty close
to an ideal Need for Speed experience. Hot
Pursuit 2 and Hot Pursuit: Elite Collection

each have some fans, but it's the Need for
Speed franchise that was the true star. And
it's largely because that all-new handling

model that we felt to be the most accurate
representation of fast road handling since

the original. 5ec8ef588b
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